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Context
The increasing performance gap between computing elements and permanent storage in supercomputer reshuffles the cards for optimization of simulation codes. Peripheral concerns such as I/O and post-processing
data analytics that used to be developed independently with little care for performance are becoming more
and more critical to optimize. Their integration in the main code can however come at a high cost in term of
maintainability and performance portability. Simulations are also more and more commonly requested to run
associated with data analytics processes when coupled with other codes, scientific instruments or sensors, as for
Digital Twins applications. These analytics, like deep learning, can require significant compute resources leading
to complex multi-level parallelizations and data stagings. Today’s approaches are mostly based on explicit and
manual code assembly that are time consuming to write, intrusive in the simulation code and lack flexibility.
Building workflows that achieve high performance executions while keeping programming simple requires a
framework enforcing modularity through a good separation of concerns, and automatic assembly processes for
negotiating task placement and data extraction.
Post-mortem data analytics is an approach where the simulation writes raw results to permanent storage that
is later analyzed with independent software. By construction, this ensures a good separation of concern between
the main simulation code and data analytics. This approach does however lead to severe performance issues
where simulation is limited by the disk bandwidth and can not leverage supercomputers computing power.
In-situ processing consists in using the same computing resources for data analytics and simulation. This
reduces the performance impact as the data can be reduced before it is written to disk. Many variants of in-situ
data analytics exist ranging from a) sequential where the simulation code is interrupted for data processing, b)
dedicated core where some cores of each node are reserved for analytics or even c) task-based where the runtime
dynamically interleaves fine grain simulation and analytics tasks[7]. Depending on the approach chosen, memory
overhead and cache trashing can however still badly impact performance. The approach is also typically rather
invasive in the code and can be very complex to implement if the data distribution used in the analysis differs
from that of the simulation proper.
In-transit processing consists in using dedicated nodes, often called staging nodes, distinct from the simulation
nodes. This approach remove load from the simulation nodes that do not need to share their resources (compute
units, cache, memory) with the analytics, but these node may become underused and it may require costly data
transfers towards these staging nodes. Some frameworks like ADIOS exclusively support one option. Other
frameworks like FlowVR, Damaris or Decaf support in-situ and in transit processing, but task placement and
data movements need to be manually defined. The choice is often the results of a multi-criteria tradeoff. The in
transit storage system DataSpace has recently investigated several approaches for the automatic data analytics
placement, but on the staging nodes only [14, 2].

Goals
The goal for this Ph.D. thesis is to investigate a modular workflow design and automatic assembly processes
capable of achieving high performance executions while keeping programming simple. This approach will have
to minimize the impact on simulation code both in term of performance and software complexity by ensuring
a good separation of concerns.

Based on some constraints expressed by the user, the system should be able to automatically assemble the
different requested data processing steps, with in-situ or in transit task placement and efficient data extraction
and redistributions.
The proposed approach will have to take into account the specificity of data processing workloads for HPC:
strong memory coupling of some operations, new deep memory hardware, different requirements (memory, CPU,
...) of different operations, etc. It will have to handle new types of workload expected to appear, including
machine-learning based ones for example. It will have to handle workflow including logic based on the data
produced by simulation to activate or disable some analytics steps. To reach these goals, it will likely have to
extend approaches like lazy data copies, contract based data extraction [13], N × M data redistributions [4].

Work-plan
During the first phase of the work, the candidate will study the related bibliography (see an extract bellow)
to get a good understanding of the involved concepts, understand the limitations of current approaches, and
size the benefits of various existing software. In a second step the work will focus on the workflow scripting
design, building on existing solutions in particular the PDI and FlowVR libraries developed by the two teams
co-advising this PhD. A goal for this first step will be to design a platform that clearly separates the specification
of the various post-processing tasks from their assembly and placement on computing resources with required
communication methods using multiple approaches (sequential in-situ, tasks, dedicated cores or nodes, etc.)
Finally, the focus will turn towards an automatic assembly and placement process, likely the more challenging
part of the work.
Proposed solutions will be prototyped and experimented on supercomputers for validation, and the results
published at international conferences and journals like Supercomputing, IPDPS or JPDC. The candidate will
have access to several supercomputers. as well as to large-scale production simulation codes including codes
developed and used at CEA such as the Tokamak plasma simulation code Gysela5D [10] (http://gyseladoc.
gforge.inria.fr/), or standard molecular dynamics simulation code Gromacs (http://www.gromacs.org/).

Involved Research Teams
Maison de la Simulation (MdlS), http://www.maisondelasimulation.fr/ is a joint laboratory of CEA,
CNRS, Inria, Univ. Versailles Saint-Quentin and Univ. Paris-Saclay located on the Saclay plateau. The laboratory activities revolve around high performance computing (HPC): research in computer science and applied
mathematics, engineering and development of simulation applications. Of specific interest at MdlS are software
engineering aspects of HPC, especially regarding separation of preoccupations.
Maison de la Simulation, bât. 565, CEA Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex
DataMove, https://team.inria.fr/DataMove/ is a joint research team in between Inria and LIG from
Univ. Grenoble-Alpes. DataMove focuses on on optimizing data movements for large scale computing mainly
at two related levels: resource allocation, and integration of numerical simulation and data analysis.
LIG, Batiment IMAG, 700 Avenue Centrale, Domaine Universitaire de Saint-Martin-d’Heres, CS 40700,
38058 Grenoble CEDEX 9

Available Existing Software
PDI (https://gitlab.maisondelasimulation.fr/jbigot/pdi) is a library to decouple high-performance
simulation codes from peripheral concerns such as input/output or post-processing. It offers a declarative API
for codes to expose the buffers in which they store data and to notify PDI of significant steps of the simulation.
A YAML file is used to specify what to do with this data instead of interleaving this logic with the simulation
code. PDI offers both a) a plugin system to access existing third-party libraries from the YAML file and
b) enable users to call arbitrary code from the YAML file.
FlowVR (http://flowvr.sf.net) is an open source middelware to augment parallel simulations running
on thousands of cores with in-situ processing capabilities and live steering. FlowVR offers a very flexible
environment while enabling high performance asynchronous in-situ and in transit processing. FlowVR, puts the
emphasis on the programmability. FlowVR is based on a component model. The scientist designs an analytics
pipeline by first developing processing components that are then assembled in a dataflow graph through a
Python script. At runtime, the graph is instantiated according to the execution context, the framework taking
care of deploying the application on the target architecture, and of coordinating the analytics workflows with
the simulation execution [6]. FlowVR is not bound to MPI. It supports different transport layers and enables
to couple components that rely on different parallelization paradigms. FlowVR is particularly interesting for
building heterogenous in-situ pipelines, for instance, integrating monitoring and steering [5].
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